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Clash
in the
clans
FAMILY business patriarchs
who refuse to take a step back
to let the next generation have
a go risk driving them away, a
small business expert says.
“There are children in their
40s and 50s and they are crying out for some responsibility,” PwC family, business and
wealth executive chairman
David Smorgon said.
He said children in waiting
invariably lost patience, deciding they had waited long
enough, and walked away
from the family business.
Mr Smorgon said that in an
environment conducive to
start-ups, many younger people would instead choose to
start their own businesses and
create their own legacies.
Speaking as PwC released
international research into
family businesses, Mr Smorgon said the biggest impediment to success was familial
relationships. He said there
were patriarchs in their late
80s who were not prepared to
let go of the business.
“They do not understand
that their time is up,” he said.
“Most of these guys, they are in
from 7am to 7pm.”
The survey found 61 per
cent of next generation owners
were anticipating problems
when the time came for them
to step up.
However, Mr Smorgon cautioned that such transitions
needed to be treated respectfully and they had to find negotiated roles.
The report was based on
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surveys of the next generation
among 260 businesses around
the world. It has been released
every two years for the past
decade and this year took in 31
countries.
Among widespread findings, it said 40 per cent of nextgeneration business owners
felt their efforts to introduce
change were thwarted.
Mr Smorgon said there was
a widening gap between the
generations with each age
group having different expectations. He said younger generations could have a sense of
entitlement about getting a job
in the family firm, their salary,
position and other benefits.
Mr Smorgon said the failure
of families to talk honestly and
openly about the issues meant
the gap in understanding future plans widened.
He said it was imperative
for the businesses to have independent directors on the board
to help them navigate family
dynamics. Mr Smorgon said
the next generation may start
an alternative business, which
could be run under the umbrella of the family business.
Seventy per cent of respondents got outside experience
before joining the family firm.
claire.heaney@news.com.au

Warwick Brown prepares to spin a disc in Greville Records. Picture: STEVE TANNER

Vinyl’s never out of fashion
WARWICK Brown first walked into Greville Records in
1978 as a customer — and
loved it so much that 13 years
later, he bought the shop.
“I started here part time and
I just stumbled along and I became manager somehow because I loved the music,” Mr
Brown said of the Greville St
landmark.
But there have been ups and
downs. In the early 2000s
things took a turn for the
worse as the cost of living rose
and people’s habits changed.
“Everyone went crazy on
the internet getting movies,
books and music free. It was
catastrophic,” he said.
But Mr Brown added that
there had been a swing back:
“A lot of cheap quantity is not
better than good quality.”
He said he believed that
whether it was movies, books,
food or music people were
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turning back to quality over
quantity. “I think people want
to buy a record and sit down on
a chair and listen to it the way
it was supposed to be heard
rather than be listening to one
song here or there,” he said.
“It is a piece of art that you
need to appreciate. If you want
to see a van Gogh you go to a
gallery, not look at it on a piece
of black and white paper.”
Mr Brown said he had noticed a boom in people buying
new turntables.
Record Store Day is this Saturday, and he said Melbourne
was blessed to still have independent record shops.
“I came from the country
and used to come in as a customer,” he said. “It was very
much a hardcore independent
shop specialising in everything
commercial shops did not take.”

While the lines have
blurred between independent
and mainstream stores, he said
people still enjoyed browsing.
“Melbourne has always
been very artistic with a dozen
independent record shops,” Mr
Brown said. He said RRR and
PBS radio presenters would
get their playlists from independent stores.
Greville Records has been
visited by a who’s who of the
music world including Pearl
Jam, Sonic Youth, Nirvana,
REM, Nick Cave, Primal
Scream, the Beastie Boys and
Henry Rollins. On Saturday, it
will feature performances by
Dan Kelly, Ash Naylor and
Mick Harvey.
“I would rather sit in a chair
and play a record than 50,000
songs, or however many people can fit on their iPod Shuffle,” he said.
recordstoreday.com.au

MORE than 60 events are to
be staged as part of
Melbourne Knowledge Week
from May 2.
The celebration of
technology, digital creativity
and collaboration is aimed at
nurturing innovation in
business, education and the
community.
Knowledge City
chairwoman Jackie Watts
said Knowledge Week was a
great opportunity to connect
people and ideas.
“Melbourne Knowledge
Week will feature mindexpanding discussions and
workshops from leaders in
technology, engineering,
education and creative
industries,” Dr Watts said.
“It will also connect
participants through a range
of networking sessions,
hosted by local techtrendsetters, and an array of
events including the
innovative design system
featured in the BlackBOX
exhibition, which showcases
inspiring inventions and
innovations from Melbourne
over past decades,” Dr Watts
continued.

Ham it up
for Vinnies
SELECTED products by leading ham and smallgoods company Bertocchi will bear a logo
supporting the work of St Vincent’s Institute of Medical Research.
The
Thomastown-based
manufacturer gives a portion
of the profits to the institute,
which does research into cancer, type 1 and 2 diabetes and
Alzheimer’s and bone disease.
The institute is signing up
business sponsors for the SVI
$10,000 Discovery Fund.
It was established in the
1950s thanks to a bequest from
racehorse trainer Jack Holt. It
is headed by its fourth director,
Professor Tom Kay.

Share trading profits revolve around low expectations
IT is interesting to think
about what a share price
actually means.
It is the result of
competing investor
expectations over the future
prospects for the particular
underlying business.
As expectations for a
business rise, so too will the
price of its shares as investors
buy more of them on the
stock exchange.
The idea can be taken one
step further.
A company’s share price,
at any level, can be viewed as
an average of all investor
expectations for the future
prospects of the business.
Through this lens, a share
price can be viewed simply as
a set of “market-implied”
expectations about the future.
The key to investing is to
buy shares when the market-
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implied expectations about
the future are unreasonably
low; and sell when they are
unreasonably high.
You see, it’s not just about
whether or not the underlying
business is attractive or not.
Take Alphabet (formerly
Google) or Facebook, two of
the highest-quality businesses
in the world.
Should you buy these
shares on this basis alone?
Absolutely not.
Your objective is to think
about what expectations
are already reflected in
today’s share price levels for
these businesses — and buy
only if you deem these

expectations to be
unreasonably conservative.
Hint: the share prices of
Alphabet and Facebook
already carry with them
enormous expectations about
their future growth prospects.
The danger investors face
is the prospect of buying a
share at a price that carries
with it overly optimistic
expectations about the future.
In this scenario, the
underlying business will
eventually deliver results that
fall short of expectations.
The market will revise
down its expectations in light
of the new information and
the share price will fall.

We observed this dynamic
recently with Australia’s Nine
Entertainment Company
Holdings (NEC).
Rewind to February and a
review of analyst projections
for Nine’s revenue growth for
the six months to June 30,
2016, was for a positive low
single-digit result.
This was to be quite a
recovery from the 5 per cent
revenue decline observed in
the previous half.
Furthermore, profit
margin expectations for Nine
were stable, if not slightly
improving.
Such profit margin
expectations make sense in
the context of rising revenue
expectations.
You see, Nine is a largely
fixed-cost business.
This has the effect of
creating expanding profit

margins when revenue rises
— though also declining
margins should revenue fall.
Fast forward to the
company’s April quarterly
update for the three-month
period ending March 31, 2016,
and the market is told Nine’s
television revenue was down
by about 11 per cent for the
period (and television
revenue drives nearly 90 per
cent of the company’s total
revenue).
So while the market was
expecting growing revenue it
was told revenue has been
declining.
And the market’s profit
margin expectations were
contingent upon the growing
revenues, so in an instant the
market needed to revise down
its revenue expectations —
and with it, its profit margin
expectations.

That is an ugly
combination.
No prizes for guessing
what the share price did on
the day. It fell by 24 per cent.
Investors need to be
mindful of the expectations
they are buying into when
purchasing shares.
If you buy expectations
that are too high —
irrespective of how good the
company is — you should not
expect to achieve aboveaverage returns.
Instead, buy when
expectations are too low and
sell when they are too high.
That is the key to investing
success.
@amacken
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